Jojo Humes Brown Designs

Our Design Process
Stage 1: The first meet up
The very first step is to meet to discuss your requirements. We will talk about your space and
your vision, both aesthetically and practically. However this isn’t simply about the space itself –
a well-designed interior reflects the people that live there. We will therefore use this time to
get a feel for you – your personality, your lifestyle, your home habits, your style, likes and
dislikes. But don’t worry – this isn’t just about us questioning you. You can also use this time to
interrogate us, our processes and the services we offer. This is about ensuring we’re on the
same page!

Stage 2: The fee proposal
Following the first meet up we will send over some notes on what we discussed and agreed,
as well as a scope of work and fee proposal. Once we have your approval, we can
commence work on your project.

Stage 3: The second meet up
We will visit your property to take photographs of the space, survey and take measurements. If
there is anything that requires clarification following the first meet up, the second meet up is a
great opportunity to run through these to sharpen the brief.

Stage 4: Planning, sourcing, & scheming
At this point we have all the information we need to start putting together the design. We
can draw up a plan of your space with recommended options for furniture positioning. This
also helps to give us a better idea of the ‘shopping list’ so we can begin sourcing. Once we
have sourced the required fabrics, finishes, window treatments, sanitary ware, lighting,
furnishings and accessories we will put together a mood board showing samples and images.
This allows you to visualise the design and provide feedback, Once you are happy with the
schemes, we will finalise the budgets and get going!

Stage 5: Implementation & installation
We manage all elements of implementation and installation such as coordination of all
necessary tradespeople and the ordering and delivery of all items within the scheme. We will
work to ensure the process is as stress-free and efficient as possible for you, so you can be
enjoying your new space in no time!

